Job Title
Job Family
Band
Care and Support Worker (Unqualified)
Reports to
Senior Care and Support Worker
Care
A
Overall Purpose: To provide a high quality and customer focused care and support service that responds to the needs of the customers, enhances quality of life and promotes
independence.
Responsibilities and Outcomes

Skills / Experience

Key Responsibilities:
•
Work as part of the team to create a comfortable and
stimulating environment for customers, including
organising and encouraging social and therapeutic
activities, where appropriate.
•
Assist in ancillary duties as necessary, e.g. preparation
and servicing of meals (including assistance with feeding
if necessary), laundry, washing up, domestic duties.
•
Read and act on reports, instruction and advice and make
records as required (e.g. hourly checks on building at
night, day to day repair issues).
•
Ensure clinical waste is disposed of appropriately.
•
Promote customer involvement in shaping and monitoring
services, so they have real choice and control over the
service they receive.
•
Ensure that customer care/support plans and risk
assessments are followed and contribute to regular
reviews of these plans, for individuals to achieve the
greatest possible control over their own life.
•
Provide high quality, responsive and person centred
services that meet the physical, mental and emotional
needs of customers and ensuring people have choice and
control over their own life.
•
Be aware of and follow Guinness Care and Support
policies and procedures, with particular attention to
standards of customer service, health and safety, and
equality and diversity.
Key Outcomes:
•
Care plans are adhered to and contribution is made to
reviews.
•
Accurate records are maintained.
•
Policies/legislation are complied with.
•
Customer satisfaction.
•
Customers receive person-centred services.

Band Level

Essential:
•
Demonstrates a sensitive and supportive
approach to vulnerable people maintaining their
dignity and self respect at all times.
•
Willingness to undertake training and to study for
Health and Social Care Diploma or equivalent

•

•
•
•
•

qualifications.
Ability to work with older and other vulnerable
people, tailoring approach to individual
circumstances.
Ability to work as part of a team.
Ability to work on own initiative.
Caring and sensitive to the needs of others.
Ability to work flexibly within a shift system that
includes unsocial hours.

Desirable:
•
Experience in a relevant care setting.
•
Ability to deal with issues surrounding each
particular client group, e.g. the young, the elderly,
people with mental health issues, people with
learning difficulties.

Qualifications
•

Up to GCSE level or equivalent – essential

•

Health and Social Care Diploma at Level 2 or
equivalent – essential within first year

Other
Driving Licence Required

N

Mobile working required

N

Evening and weekend working required

Y

Other
Other

This is the description of the Band A performance levels within the GCS
banding framework.
There may be some roles where the individual
requirements are higher or lower, though overall the role falls within Band A.
Planning and achieving results
• Plans on a daily basis and prioritises routine tasks under guidance.
• Accountable for completing tasks according to standards following policies,
procedures and protocols.
Customer Service
• Thinks of simple ways of dealing with other’s needs.
• Initiates action to resolve customer problems, responding to the needs and
circumstances of the customer.
• Follows up to ensure that the service delivered meets the needs of the customer,
keeping promises and commitments.
• May support external customers with requests for information within guidelines,
routine needs or simple problems.
Problem solving and decision-making
• Deals with a range of basic problems as they occur, responding to immediate
operational needs.
• Takes decisions within the context of a routine job environment.
• Chooses from appropriate options in response to work issues that arise, seeking
advice and assistance in response to more complex issues.
Knowledge, skills and experience
• Work involves a variety of tasks that follow established sequences or procedures.
• Work requires basic skills acquired through training and work experience to an
equivalent of a vocational or academic qualification at level 2.
People Skills
• Works cooperatively with others, building relationships in own area of work to
deliver priorities.
• Communicates straightforward information, noting information and requests
accurately, seeking clarification where needed.
• Uses language others will understand, adapts behaviour and takes reasonable
steps to understand and respond to people with different backgrounds and needs.
• May produce and make alterations to standard documentation within an
established framework.
• Recognises different needs, circumstances and points of view in others, and
responds to these appropriately.

You are also required to undertake any other duties within your capabilities as may be reasonably required

